Theoretical study on the optical response behavior to hydrogen chloride gas of a series of Schiff-base-based star-shaped structures.
Schiff-base compounds have many applications in the field of optoelectronic materials and chemical sensing because of their appealing coordination ability, and simple and easily accessible use in structural modification. Herein, five kinds of star-shaped Schiff-base compounds were designed and their optical response behavior to hydrogen chloride (HCl) gas was studied using dependent/time-dependent density functional theory (DFT/TDDFT). Moreover, the relationship between structures and properties was investigated upon changing the benzene group into N atom or triazine group at the core-position and introducing a methoxyl (-OCH3) or nitro (-NO2) group into the star-shaped Schiff-bases at the tail of the branches. The results show that all five Schiff-bases could be candidates for HCl gas sensing materials. Furthermore, introducing an electron-donating group at either the core or the tail forms a charge transfer channel with the electron deficient H-bonded imino group, which is convenient for charge transfer and subsequently promotes a red-shift in absorption spectra and fluorescence quenching.